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Abstract
This article is intended to establish links and seek connections between the contributions made to
the study of innovatory phenomena. Specifically, it analyzes the evolution undergone by studies on the
topic of the technological innovation (TI) process carried out by different disciplines from the point of
view of the objectives they pursue and the suppositions on which they are based. Hence, it attempts to
provide evidence for the relationships existing between research done at macro level (sociology, history,
economics, and industrial economics) and that undertaken at micro level (management).
D 2003 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The process of technological innovation (TI) embraces a wide range of activities that
contribute to the generation of new technological knowledge and/or improved use of the
knowledge available. It has been recognized that the TI process has had varying effects both
at macro (society, economic system, and industry) and at micro level (firm). At the macro
level, the TI process: (1) modifies the structure of industries, (2) changes the composition of
demand in the labour market, (3) alters the competitive position of nations, (4) stimulates
economic growth, and (5) increases the well-being of society as a whole. At the micro level,
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the TI process: (1) affects the competitiveness of businesses and (2) gives an orientation to the
design of their strategies.
The extent of the effects of technological progress has aroused growing interest in the
study of innovatory phenomena. The TI process has been studied by all the disciplines having
to do with socioeconomic phenomena: history, sociology, economics, industrial economics,
and management. Thanks to this research, our understanding of the nature of the TI process
has improved notably.
However, a great part of the efforts undertaken by researchers in each of these disciplines
is not made use of by the other academic communities. This is due to the presence of a
number of obstacles standing in the way of communication and exchange of knowledge
among the various groups of investigators. On the one hand, there are barriers between
these disciplines because each employs different units of analysis and they all have different
preferences for the study of a limited number of points. The truth of this can be easily
shown simply by observing the absence of bibliographical cross-references between
scholars of different disciplines in the articles they publish in any of the academic journals.
On the other hand, the members of one and the same academic community also encounter
difficulties in making use of results from within in it, owing to the lack of a generally
accepted common terminology and the use of different methodological approaches. These
obstacles slow down research activity and render more difficult the study of the nature of
the TI process.
Over recent years, advances have been made in bringing together contributions proceeding
from differing disciplines and methodological approaches. This is demonstrated by the fact
that the most widely used text books on managing innovation (e.g., Refs. [1–3]) usually
include studies on innovatory phenomena drawn from other disciplines. Furthermore, some
theoretical works have tried to integrate and find coherence among the research undertaken
by distinct academic communities [4–7]. Such works implicitly recognize that TI is a highly
complex process and postulate that its study should have a multidisciplinary character. They
strive to integrate different approaches and thus contribute to the presentation of a wider and
more consistent vision of the TI process.
This article lies within this orientation and is intended to look into the evolution of studies
carried out in the innovation management. It also considers the influences exercised over
these studies by the whole range of research into the process of TI undertaken by other
disciplines such as sociology, history, economics, and industrial economics.
To this end, the main contributions to the study of innovation are split into two levels:
macro and micro studies (Section 2). Thereafter, the concepts noted in macro level studies
allow these to be further divided into two clearly differentiated approaches, which are static
approaches and dynamic approaches (Section 3). The development of micro level studies
carried out by the management is then considered, allowing them to be grouped into three
phases or stages that relate to the predominance of three differing methodological approaches.
These are: an operational approach; a structure–conduct–performance approach (SCP); and a
resource-based approach (Section 4). While in the first two phases the influence of static
approaches is evident, the third and last show a dominant position for dynamic approaches
(Section 5).
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2. Levels of analysis in the study of innovatory phenomena
The study of innovatory phenomena has been undertaken by different academic disciplines
such as sociology, history, economics, and business management. Each of them has taken an
interest in analyzing differing aspects of the TI process, using a wide range of methodologies
and choosing different units of analysis (see Table 1). As a first approximation, these studies
may be grouped, as a function of the unit of analysis considered, into two categories:



Studies at macro level, utilizing aggregated units of analysis such as a whole society, the
economic system, or an entire industry.
Studies at micro level, in which the unit of analysis is a business, a department, a project,
or a product.

2.1. Studies at macro level
In studies at macro level, the TI process is conceived of as a complex social system in
which numerous entities, such as research centres, universities, nonprofit organizations, and
businesses, are involved [8]. Seen from this perspective, analysis of the TI process involves
consideration of the whole system: science–technology–society taken together. At this level,
the TI process has been studied with an eye to the behaviour of all the elements in the system,
their interactions, and the international connections between all the national systems of
innovation [9]. The principal difficulty lies in considering as a single whole all the factors
affecting the process of innovation: social, cultural, political, economic, psychological, and
technological. As is shown in Table 2, differing units of analysis have been used in such
studies: (1) a human society as a whole, (2) an economic system, and (3) an entire industry.
Work undertaken in the field of sociology has analyzed the impact of new technologies on
social behaviours and the problems associated with social control of technology. A large
number of historians of technology and researchers into technological change have put
forward striking explanations for the causes determining intensification of the process of
innovation in a given society. Economic theory has concentrated on the effects of the process
Table 1
Levels of analysis in TI research
Unit of analysis

Principal discipline

Macro level
Society
Economic system
Industry

Sociology/history
Economics
Industrial economics

Micro level
Firm
R&D department
R&D project
Product

Management
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Table 2
Macro level studies
Unit of analysis

Discipline

Human society

Sociology

History
Economic system

Economics

Industry

Industrial economics

Principal features studied
progress and social change [10]
 Technological
assessment [11,12]
 Technology
control of technology [13 – 15]
 Social
Ethical
of technological change [16,17]
 Nature ofimplications
change [18 – 23]
 Evolution technological
in different societies [24 – 26]
 Innovationofandtechnology
economic growth [27 – 29]
 National innovation
[9]
 Technology policies systems
[30,31]
 The economics of patents
– 34]
 Innovation and employment[32[35]
 Economic analysis of the process of innovation [36 – 40]
 Diffusion of innovations [41,42].
 Technological change and international trade [43,44]
 Concentration [36,45]
 Conditions of appropriation [46]
 Differentiation [47]
 Technological opportunities [48]
 Market opportunities [49]
 Firm size [50]
 Patterns of innovation [51,52]


of innovation on growth and the economic nature of stimuli to innovate. Industrial economics
has modelled relationships between the process of innovation and market structures.1
2.2. Studies at micro level
At micro level, the TI process goes on within organizations. From a business management
point of view, using disaggregated units of analysis, studies have been undertaken of the
problems arising from management and organization of innovatory activities. To this end, as
reflected in Table 3, several different units of analysis have been utilized: (1) a firm in its
entirety, (2) an R&D department, (3) an R&D project and (4) a product.
The contributions of all the disciplines mentioned have aided in the comprehension of
certain aspects of the nature of phenomena of innovation and have allowed tools to be
designed for managing innovation within businesses. In view of the heterogeneity of all this
work, it might be thought that no type of link could be established between them. However,
as is discussed in the sections below, this is not the case. Firstly, studies undertaken at macro
level may be grouped into two clearly differing categories in accordance with the objectives

1

An excellent summary of contributions in the field of the economics of innovation can be found in Stoneman
[53]. There are also very useful overviews of empirical work done in industrial economics [54 – 57].
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Table 3
Micro level studies
Unit of analysis

Chief features studied

Firm

of integrating technology into strategy [58 – 61]
 Means
for analyzing and formulating technology strategies [62 – 67]
 Tools
to innovate: leading or following technology [68 – 70]
 When
to new technologies: internal R&D, cooperation on technology,
 Access
licensing [71,72]

R&D department

R&D project

Product

Technology strategy

Organizing innovation
Innovation and organizational changes [73,74]
Designing innovatory organizations [75 – 78]
Relationships between R&D/production/marketing [79,80]
Innovation and learning [81,82]
Organization of the R&D department
Organizing activities in R&D departments [83,84]
Management of technical personnel and reward systems [83,85,86]
Transmitting technological information [87]
Managing R&D projects
Budgeting and financing R&D activities [88]
R&D project evaluation [89]
Planning, programming, and controlling R&D projects [90,91]
Project directors and teams [83,92]
New product development
The process of developing new products [93,94]
Exploiting technological capabilities [95,96]
Product platforms [97,98]
Success factors in developing new products [99,100]
Reducing development times [101,102]


















they pursue, the assumptions on which they are based, and the methodologies they adopt
(Section 3). In the second place, it is possible to detect a clear developmental trend in the
objectives, assumptions, and methods used in studies performed at micro level on managing
innovation within firms (Section 4).

3. Approaches in studies at macro level
Each of the disciplines that have studied innovatory phenomena at macro level has
investigated varying aspects of the TI process. To this end, they have employed very disparate
methodologies as an outcome of the varying approaches present in the delimitation of the
formal objects of study (society, economic system, industry) and in the objectives being
pursued. Despite this, in the majority of research done at macro level by economics, industrial
economics, sociology, and history, it is possible to detect numerous points of contact [4,23].
As is argued next, all work carried out at macro level may be classified into one of the two
following categories: (1) static approaches and (2) dynamic approaches.
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3.1. Static approaches
Models of technological change derived from neoclassical economic theory and the greater
part of the empirical work carried out in the field of industrial economics on the relationships
between the structure of an industry and innovatory activities constitute the paradigm adopted
by static approaches. This research is oriented towards analysis and modelling of conditions
of equilibrium at a given moment. Hence, it evinces certain limitations when it comes to
studying processes, such as TI, having marked development over time. Work carried out by
some sociologists and historians of technology from a deterministic viewpoint may also be
included in the category of static approaches (see Table 4). A brief commentary on the
principal characteristics of these contributions will now be provided.
3.1.1. Neoclassical economics
It is well known that in neoclassical models the process of innovation is presented as an
exogenous element [29]. The flow of innovations has weighty economic consequences, as it
determines the results obtained from processes of production, but it is not seen as affected by
them [117]. In these models, it is considered that technologies arising from the process of
innovation are information-intensive goods [36]. In accordance with these assumptions, firms
cannot go beyond the technological limits established by their productive function, these
being determined exogenously, nor can they modify the attributes of the products they make,
other than in respect of prices and quantities. Faced with technological changes, firms react
instantly, since they are assumed to have perfect information about all existing technologies,
which can be acquired on the open market and assimilated without need for a prior learning
process. Although these are clearly simplifications, the influence of these models has been
noteworthy and neoclassical economics has contributed to reinforcing a static view of the
process of TI [118].
Nonetheless, it should be noted that recent developments in the sphere of influence of the
neoclassical paradigm have brought into question the exogenous nature of technical change.
They take it that firms have expectations about technical advances. Consequently, the theory
of rational expectations has given rise to a new growth theory that ‘‘endogenizes’’ technical
advances [119–121]. For instance, it has been pointed out that the productivity of human
resources in future periods depends on current assignments (Ref. [119, p. 17].

Table 4
Research with macro level approaches
Discipline

Static approaches

Dynamic approaches

Economics
Industrial
economics
Sociology

Neoclassical economics [29,36,103,104]
Traditional industrial economics (SCP)
[45,47,108,109]
Sociology of technological determinism
[10,113,114]
Traditional historians of technology [115,116]

Evolutionary economics [8,105 – 107,123]
New industrial economics [110 – 112]

History

Sociology of social constructivism [15]
Evolutionary historians [18,20]
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3.1.2. Industrial economics
Empirical research undertaken from within industrial economics under the so-called SCP
paradigm do not break away from the deductive logic of neoclassical economics [56].
Underlying this paradigm, there is a basic causality relationship according to which the results
of the TI process depend on innovatory behaviour on the part of firms, this in its turn being
determined by the structure of the industry. Hence, in it firms are presumed to have a
fundamentally passive role and their behaviour to be necessarily limited to adapting to the
structural conditions of the technological environment, seen as exogenous, as they are
supposed to have no capacity to modify them [122]. Thus, this approach offers a static view
of the TI process and takes no account of the fact that technological competition is a historical
and evolving process, in which innovatory behaviour by businesses can modify the structure
of industries.
3.1.3. Sociology of technological determinism
As in the previous case, numerous pieces of research work on technical change done by
sociologists have approached the matter from typically static angles. In such work, there is an
underlying deterministic conception of the TI process that is far from unconnected with the
neoclassical supposition that technology is an exogenous element [4]. These scholars take it
that technology evolves autonomously and that technical forces determine social and cultural
change [10,21,113,114]. According to this approach, social structures evolve by adapting to
technological change. That is, given a specific technological state of affairs, later developments in the society in question should be predictable, regardless of the actions of social
agents. The direction of technological advances defines a path along which society must
advance, irrespective of the wishes of individuals. Thus, the history of societies is
predetermined by scientific laws that are discovered in sequence by individuals and that
through inexorable application give rise to technology. Individuals can exercise an influence
only within the limits imposed by their logic [113].
3.1.4. Traditional historians of technology
Just like determinist sociologists, some historians [115,116] consider that technology
determines all human activities and beliefs. In their research, they describe the TI process as a
succession of events (scientific discoveries and inventions) without offering an explanation
for the social causes encouraging the appearance of innovations. They present a vision of the
TI process in isolation from the social context in which it takes place.
To sum up, the work done by neoclassical economics, industrial economics, the
sociology of technological determinism, and traditional history of technology present
static views of the TI process. In general, static approaches are founded on two
assumptions: (1) the TI process is an exogenous factor escaping control by social agents
and (2) its principal product, technology, is information. On the basis of these
assumptions, mechanistic models are constructed that permit only the study of situations
of equilibrium and the representation of timeless phenomena. In these models, the
decision to adopt a given technology is not conditioned by past decisions and the first
stages in the diffusion of an innovation do not affect its future evolution. That is, the TI
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Table 5
Characteristics of macro level approaches
Characteristics
Basic assumptions
Objectives

Models

Static approaches

Dynamic approaches

TI process is exogenous
 The
is information
 Technology
on studying situations
 Emphasis
of equilibrium

TI process is endogenous
 The
is knowledge
 Technology
on studying the
 Emphasis
historical process in which

using static analyses
 Methodologies
at one or more points in time
(cross-sectional analyses)

Role of agents in
the TI process
Assumptions about
the nature of the firm

 Passive
to the pace and direction
 Adapt
taken by the TI process
maximization: Businesses
 Assume
evince maximizing behaviours
homogeneity: All businesses have
 Assume
access to the same technological resources
(which are information)



competition between technologies
and businesses occurs: equilibrium
is never reached
Methodologies based on longitudinal
dynamic analyses

 Active
the pace and direction of
 Define
the TI process
satisfaction: Businesses
 Assume
behave in accordance with routines
heterogeneity: Businesses
 Assume
cannot all get equal access to the
same technological resources
(which are knowledge)

process is independent of its past. So, agents (individuals and firms) play a passive role
and have no ability to influence the TI process (see Table 5).
3.2. Dynamic approaches2
On the other hand, studies of a dynamic sort do take into account the active part played by
actants, whether individuals or organizations, in determining the pace and direction of
technological progress. Work done from this angle has developed models permitting the
representation of the competition arising between technologies and social agents as historical
processes in which equilibrium is never attained. The principal contributions from these
approaches come from evolutionary economics and the work of evolutionary historians.
Though to a lesser extent, the development of new industrial economics and the social

2
The term ‘‘dynamic’’ is used here to reflect succinctly a great number of characteristics of the technological
innovation process, such as path dependency, cumulative nature, irreversibility, technological interrelatedness,
tacitness. These have been noted by evolutionary historians and economists [105,106,123]. The use of the term
‘‘dynamic’’ is intended to stress that research undertaken from this angle recognizes that the process of innovation
is shaped by the joint action of forces that follow lines that change over time.
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constructivism school within sociology also permit certain dynamic angles on the process of
TI. Some commentary on these contributions will now be offered.
3.2.1. Evolutionary economics
Unlike neoclassical models and traditional industrial economics, which concentrate on
analyzing static equilibrium situations, evolutionary models pursue an attempt to represent
the dynamic nature of the process of innovation. These approaches are consistent with
Schumpeter’s concept of economic development in which the process of innovation occupies
a central position and constitutes the principal explanatory element. According to Schumpeter, the process of TI is a process of mutation that incessantly overthrows economic
structures from within, endlessly destroying the old and continually creating new elements.
This process of creative destruction constitutes the essential part of capitalism. This is what
capitalism consists of and any capitalist enterprise must adapt to it to survive [39].
Ever since the seminal work by Nelson and Winter [123], numerous researchers into the
phenomena of innovation have adopted an evolutionary perspective to reflect the dynamic
nature of the TI process [106,124,8,125]. All of them consider that the dynamics of the
biological evolution of living creatures can act as an explanation, by furnishing more or less
close analogies, of how the TI process operates.
The theory of biological evolution employs three key concepts to explain the dynamics of
evolution: diversity, selection, and inherited characteristics. The diversity of organic species
has its origin in the processes of genetic mutation (equated to the processes of creation of new
technological knowledge). The success of each of the genetic varieties or species (parallel to
technological knowledge) is determined by its degree of adaptation to the environment (the
industry), which acts as a selection mechanism. Genetic varieties spread through inherited
features (equivalent to the diffusion and accumulation of new knowledge). This scheme can
serve as a framework of reference adequate for setting up analogies allowing study of
technological evolution.
In evolutionary models, firms play an active role and are defined as depositories of
knowledge and learning sites, rather than on the basis of production functions. Hence, the
boundaries of firms are set by the stock of knowledge they possess at any given moment and
by their capacity to learn and accumulate new knowledge [118]. A firm’s internal knowledge
is incorporated into its routines. They contain and transmit the way in which tasks ought to be
performed in the organization [126]. Routines are ordered hierarchically. Lower-order
routines incorporate knowledge about how tasks of an operational nature are performed.
Those of higher status govern the process through which organizations modify their lowerorder routines. That is to say, higher-order routines seek solutions for new problems and thus
guide the process of innovation [123]. The prime advantage of these models is that they allow
us to understand the rules of the game of competition in an industry while keeping in sight the
particular characteristics of the players or businesses [127].
3.2.2. Evolutionary historians
Evolutionary angles have also been influential in studies carried out by historians of
technology [18,20]. In them, analogies are drawn between organic species and technological
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knowledge. It is assumed that the appearance of a new piece of technological know-how is
comparable to the appearance of a new species. With these analogies as a starting point, a
theoretical framework has been defined, which allows analysis of the factors determining the
intensity and orientation of the TI process.
3.2.3. Sociology of social constructivism
The current of social constructivism within sociology, opposed to technological determinism, sets out from the assumption that social and cultural forces determine the nature and
pace of technological progress (e.g., Ref. [15]). This strand of opinion explains the TI
process as a complex social process in which the cultural and political values of the society
involved act as selection mechanisms for the technologies that will develop. Seen from this
perspective, the system of values of the society concerned configures the TI process and this,
in its turn, has an impact on these values and the society holding them. Hence, such work
attempts to explore the influence of social, political, and cultural forces on technological
progress and to examine the impact of technologies and scientific ideas on people’s lives.
This approach, by stressing the role of the actants (whether individuals or social groups) in
technological progress, has contributed to rendering more explicit the representation of the
process of TI in firms [4,5].
3.2.4. New industrial economics
New industrial economics, in order to reflect the dynamic character of economic
phenomena, has introduced dynamic elements into the SCP model. For this purpose, it has
developed a full range of models based on game theory (i.e., Refs. [110,128]). In these
models, bidirectional relationships are established and it is recognized that the strategic
behaviour of firms in respect of technology can modify the structure of an industry. The
starting point is the assumption that structures determine the strategies of firms, but it is
accepted that as time goes by, businesses transform their industrial environment. It is also
recognized that firms’ conduct can be influenced by results obtained in the past [129].
To sum up, the work performed by evolutionary economics, evolutionary historians, the
sociology of social constructivism and new industrial economics have contributed to the
presentation of a dynamic view of the TI process. In the majority of these studies, there are
two underlying basic assumptions: (1) the TI process is endogenous and controllable by
social actants and (2) technology is not to be identified with information but rather has the
attributes of knowledge. Upon these assumptions, dynamic models are constructed in which
TI is represented as a historic process (see Table 5).

4. Trends in micro level studies
The evolution of studies on managing innovation, just as has happened in other areas of
management, has been influenced and conditioned to a considerable extent by advances
achieved by other disciplines in getting to know the nature of innovatory phenomena. This is
probably due to the fact that study of the TI process in businesses (at micro level) was
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undertaken very late, after other disciplines such as economics, history, or sociology had
studied the TI process (at macro level).
From the 1960s onwards, this being when the first works on managing innovation
appeared, academic and consultants have being investigating the process of TI in businesses
from a range of radically different viewpoints. It is easy to identify these on the basis of: (1)
the aspects preferentially studied, (2) the methodologies for analysis employed, and (3) the
assumptions made about the nature of the process of TI and its principal product, technology.
In the evolution of these approaches the following three stages can be distinguished:




first stage (1960s and 1970s): operational approach,
second stage (1980s): SCP approach,
third stage (1990s onwards): resource-based approach.

Tables 6 and 7 show the main pieces of research carried out and the characteristics of each
of these three approaches.
4.1. Operational approach
The first studies to appear in the field of managing innovation concentrated on solving problems arising from carrying out R&D activities in large industrial firms. From
a methodological angle that was clearly operational, a series of tools were developed
to aid in the management of R&D departments and projects. This work assumed that

Table 6
Trends in micro level studies
Operational approach
(management of R&D projects)

SCP approach (strategic
management of innovation
based on sectorial analysis)

Resource-based approach
(strategic management of
innovation based on the
exploitation of internal
resources and capabilities)

Main models and tools to assist decision-making
Techniques for evaluation of projects [89]
Planning and control of R&D projects [91]
Management of R&D projects [90,83,84]
Managing professionals in R&D [86]
Management of R&D/production/marketing
interfaces [79]







analysis of
technological
 Strategic
 Internal
technology [62,67]
diagnostic: Grappes [133],
technological maps [64]
models [130,66]
 Portfolio
forecasting
Design of organisational
 Technological

[131]
structures promoting the
creativity [3]
to integrate technological
 How
strategy into corporate strategy  Learning organization
[132]
and continuous
improvement [134,76]

 Product platforms [97]
Some empirical studies
Ref. [87]



 Refs. [135,60]

 Refs. [95,75,136 – 138]
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Table 7
Characteristics of micro level approaches
Characteristics
The central plank
in managing
TI in a firm

Main activities in
managing innovation
in a firm

TI process assumption
Firm ability to control
the TI process

Operational approach

management of R&D  Formulation of a
 The
activities to adapt to the
strategy for innovation
pace set by the TI process

Resource-based
approach
of a
 Formulation
strategy for innovation

suited to the characteristics
of the industrial environment

assignment of
the structural
 Efficient
 Identify

resources to R&D
features of its industry
activities
up a technological
 Design
portfolio
 Managing R&D projects Formulate

the technological
 strategy: Choose
the moment

 Exogenous
 Null
firm can only
 The
adapt to the intensity
and management of
TI process

Technology assumption
Innovation sources
in a firm

SCP approach

 Information
limited
 Very
Emphasis
 activities on R&D





(the when?) and the most
adequate way of accessing
a new technology (the how?)
Exogenous
Scarce
The firm can orient the
direction taken by the
process but its actions
are circumscribed by
the structure
of the industry

 Endogenous
 Wide
firm plays
 The
an active role in TI

 Information

 Limited

and emphasis on
 R&D

external sources (licences,
cooperation, etc.)

that would permit
exploitation of a firm’s
technological resources
Identify internal
technological resources
and capabilities
Develop new
products based on
resources and
capabilities

process and could
orient it so as to
modify the structure
of the industry in
which it competes
Knowledge
Wide
R&D, external
sources, and emphasis
on internal mechanisms
for learning: by doing,
by using, by failing

success in the process of innovation is guaranteed if efficient assignment of resources
to R&D activities can be achieved. Thus, the central plank in managing innovation in a
firm is the selection, evaluation, budgeting, planning, controlling, and the carrying out of
R&D projects.
4.1.1. Aspects studied
Owing to the above, in this stage, a great variety of models and tools to assist decisionmaking in the area of managing R&D activities developed3 (e.g., Refs. [84,88,90,139]).
3
Although the bulk of publications arising from this viewpoint appeared in the 1960s and 1970s, it should be
pointed out that work on these lines has continued since then, with papers still published at intervals.
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Sophisticated methodologies were put forward for technological forecasting (e.g., Ref. [131])
and for evaluating investment in R&D (e.g., Ref. [89]). Techniques for programming and
control of R&D projects were devised (e.g., Ref. [91]). In addition, attention was given to the
specific problems of managing technical and research personnel (e.g., Ref. [86]).
The empirical underpinnings of the majority of this work were quite shaky and it did not
provide consistent explanations for the nature of the innovation process within organizations.
From a theoretical viewpoint, only a few pieces of research into the problems of communicating and transmitting scientific and technological information inside R&D departments can
be noted (e.g., Ref. [87]).
4.1.2. Static analysis methodologies
Work carried out during this stage had noteworthy limitations. In particular, it presented a
mechanistic and linear view of the TI process, according to which scientific advances and
R&D activities were the principal sources feeding this process. It was assumed that the
greater the effort put into R&D activities, the greater would be the output of the TI process. In
this way, no account was taken of the feedback occurring in the TI process or the innovatory
potential of other forms of learning. On this point, it was strongly influenced by certain pieces
of impactful research carried out in the field of the economics of innovation (e.g., Refs.
[108,140]).
4.1.3. The TI process is exogenous
In all of this work, thanks to neoclassical influence, there was an underlying idea that
the TI process is exogenous in nature. The intensity and direction taken by the TI
process were seen as determined by a set of multiple forces escaping the control of social
agents (individuals and firms). Organizations play a passive role and can only adapt to
the pace set by the TI process, attempting to improve the management of their internal
resources.
4.1.4. Technology is information
During this stage, the majority of work done had a restrictive concept of innovation,
limited to activities carried out within R&D departments, and not bearing in mind other
sources of innovation related to learning capacity, whether by use, practice, trial and error,
or whatever, in organizations. In this view, there was an underlying idea that technology
is information, implying that other forms of technological knowledge were not taken into
account. This attitude originated in the influence exercised by several research projects of
a neoclassical bent [36] in which technology was treated as an information-intensive
public good.
4.2. SCP approach
During the 1980s, under the influence of industrial economics, efforts were made to
identify the structural factors affecting the performance of innovatory activities within firms.
Operational aspects of R&D project management were set aside in favour of a series of
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analytic models in which were encompassed the decisions most relevant to strategic
management of technology.
The central idea of these models was to formulate a strategy for innovation suited to the
characteristic of the industry involved. Hence, it was assumed that success in the process of
TI is guaranteed if a firm was able to: (1) identify the structural features of its industry, (2)
design up a technological portfolio, (3) determine the most appropriate moment for the
introduction of a new technology (the ‘‘when?’’), and (4) choose the best way of accessing it
(the ‘‘how?’’).
4.2.1. Aspects studied
With the aim of modelling these decisions and aiding analysis and formulation of
technological strategies, a wide variety of tools were produced: portfolio models (e.g., Refs.
[66,130]), comparative analysis of the productivity of various technologies using S curves
(e.g., Ref. [62]), typologies of technologies in accordance with their maturity and
competitive impact (e.g., Ref. [67]), systems for technology watching (e.g., Ref. [65]),
and the like. These models attempted to provide an answer to several questions: How can a
firm’s competitive edge be improved by technology? (e.g., Refs. [58,61]); How can
technology be integrated into corporate strategy? (e.g., Ref. [132]); When should one
innovate? Should one be a leader or a follower? (e.g., Ref. [68]); How should one innovate?
Through acquiring licences, as opposed to technological cooperation or internal R&D? (e.g.,
Ref. [71]).
During this stage, some work aimed to lay theoretical foundations for technological
strategy based on sectorial characteristics [60]. Furthermore, some empirical research in the
sector established the relationships between effort put into R&D by firms and the structure of
industries [135].
4.2.2. Static analysis methodologies
These contributions, to the extent that they brought in the effects of factors in the
environment, represented a notable advance with respect to prior studies. They recognized the
fact that by using an appropriate technology strategy, firms could improve their competitive
position. However, in these models for strategic management of technology there was still a
latent static view of the TI process, as they were influenced by the traditional analyses of
industrial economics. They laid more emphasis on identifying the causes determining the
stock of technological capacities of firms at a given moment than on finding out how they
gradually accumulate over time.
These models, just like models for strategic management originating with Porter,
represented technological competitiveness as an exercise in comparative statistics [141].
They were useful in analyzing a given situation at one moment in time and in
prescribing the most suitable strategy for reaching another, preferred, situation of
equilibrium in the future. On the other hand, they could not reflect the process leading
from one situation to another. This means disregarding the fact that innovation is a
process of a dynamic sort, where success is determined by competition between firms
and technologies.
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4.2.3. The TI process is partially endogenous
In the greater part of this work, it was held that the process of innovation is ‘‘partly’’ endogenous. A firm has a limited ability to control the process of innovation. It can orient the
direction taken by the process of innovation, but its actions are circumscribed by the structure of
the industry.
4.2.4. Technology is information
Just like work done in the previous phase, this had restrictive view of the sources of
innovation in a firm. It emphasizes the role of R&D activities, downplaying other forms of
technological knowledge such as learning by doing, learning by using, and learning by
failing.
4.3. Resource-based approach
Work done during this phase was heavily influenced by evolutionary views. They usually
characterized firms as a set of routines, that is, as a store of technological knowledge applied
to the resolution of problems [137]. They considered that the essence of the TI process within
a firm consists of the combining of technological resources so as to generate new
technological capacities [142,143]. Hence, its central aspect is constituted by the formulation
of a strategy for innovation that would permit exploitation of a firm’s internal technological
resources and capabilities and development of new products based on them.
From this perspective, technology strategy acquired considerable prominence and was
integrated into, merging to the extent of being identified with, corporate strategy, since
technology is the principal factor exploited by firms so as to grow. It was assumed [141] that
long-term competitive success was based on the capacity of a firm to: (1) generate knowledge
and give it material shape in the form of valuable innovations, (2) to protect its essential
technological competence from the actions of imitators, creating effective barriers against
imitation, and (3) overcome organizational inertia, quickly imitating valuable innovations of
its competitors.
4.3.1. Aspects studied
On the lines laid down by this approach a number of technological diagnostic tools
were developed, proving useful for the identification of the technological competition
between of firms, such as Grappes or technological bunches [133]. Furthermore,
congruence models were put forward in respect of the organization of innovation and
various design proposals suggested with a view to overcoming organizational inertia
[78]. Measures were proposed to encourage creativity within organizations and to ease
the way to creating new technological knowledge [76]. During this stage, the majority of
work had greater empirical underpinnings, besides paying more attention to the setting
up of theories.
With the seminal work of Ref. [144] as a starting point, a series of models developed in
which the dynamic nature of the TI process was reflected [74,145–147]. In this research, the
impact of the appearance of standards was studied and emphasis laid on the role of dominant
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designs in the evolution of industries. Additionally, in other work related to the previous
research, it was shown that certain types of innovation, of an architectural character, can have
a great impact on competitiveness [73].
Other work concentrated on the study of learning mechanisms and the characteristics of
technological knowledge. Learning by using was studied [148,149] as was learning by failing
[81]. It was recognized that the acquisition and assimilation of new knowledge takes place
through accumulation and thus requires time and the prior availability of some capacity for
absorption [150]. Various dimensions of technological knowledge were distinguished, especially those relating to its tacit component [151], and the problems arising from transferring it
were analyzed [138,152].
Similarly, the efficacy and level of use of the various mechanisms available to firms to
protect their innovations were investigated [46]. On this point, an explanation was offered of
how the degree to which income generated by an innovation can be secured depends on the
level of control a firm has over complementary assets [70].
4.3.2. Dynamic analysis methodologies
Research during this phase was oriented towards study of the historical process by
which competition between technologies and firms arises, in which a situation of
equilibrium is never reached. It kept in mind the fact that development of any technology
depends fundamentally upon the route it followed in the past (Path dependency). The
research held that TI follows an essentially dynamic process. Technologies, as they
spread, generate a series of self-reinforcing mechanisms, such as learning through use,
learning through practice, the appearance of economies of interconnection and of scale,
the development of complementary technologies, all of which contribute to improving its
yield.
4.3.3. The TI process is endogenous
This body of work held that firms play an active role in modifying their technological environment and that they have a broad ability to affect the TI process. The
potential to innovate of a business would depend on its capacity to create new
knowledge, spread it through the organization, and incorporate it in new products,
services, and processes [76]. Seen from this perspective, firms would be continually
accumulating knowledge in their ‘‘memory’’ in the form of operational routines that
contain and transmit the way in which tasks should be performed within the
organization (Ref. [123, pp. 76–99]. Hence, firms would play an active role in the
TI process and by means of their strategies could orient it so as to modify the structure
of the industries in which they compete.
4.3.4. Technology is knowledge
This approach recognized that firms innovate and develop new technologies through
various learning processes (by doing, by using, by failing) originating internally in all sectors
of the organization. These learning processes generate an output of knowledge in which
information (explicit knowledge) represents only a small part, the rest being what is known as
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tacit knowledge. The concept of tacit knowledge,4 like other intangible assets, acquired
considerable importance in the resource-based approach. Tacit knowledge arises from personal
actions and experience and thus is present in all modes of learning. Unlike information, tacit
knowledge is difficult to share and in many cases, the individuals possessing it are not even
aware of it. Owing to the importance of the tacit dimension of technological knowledge, in the
majority of published work from this stage there is a latent idea that technology is not
information but rather knowledge.

5. Analysis of the relationships between macro and micro level studies
The models of technological change developed by neoclassical economic theory and
industrial economics constitute the paradigm for static approaches. These models are based
on two views: (1) the process of TI is an exogenous factor lying outside the control of actants
and (2) the principal component of it, technology, is information. These two suppositions
have contributed to spreading a timeless image of the process of TI. In them firms are
represented by their production functions and these, like technologies, can be shut down or
replicated with surprising speed. They present the innovation process in a static way, with
instantaneous adjustments naturally tending towards equilibrium.
The alternative dynamic approaches, typical of evolutionary standpoints, see a firm as a
historical entity. They consider that: (1) the process of TI is endogenous and (2) the
principal component in technology is knowledge. In these models, technologies, represented by routines, at all times reflect the knowledge the firm has accumulated over its
lifetime. Routines, as they concentrate past experience of the enterprise, permit representation of the innovation process as cumulative, with the result of each period
constituting the initial state for the next (Ref. [123, p. 96]. This implies that in order to
understand the technological realities of a firm in the present, it is necessary to reconstruct
the historical process of accumulation of technological knowledge that has brought it to its
current situation.
In addition, as will be considered next, static and dynamic approaches make very different
assumptions about the behaviour (maximizing versus satisfying) and the nature (homogeneous versus heterogeneous) of enterprises.
5.1. Behaviour and nature of enterprises
Firstly, it is a well-known fact that static models assume that actants (firms) adopt
maximizing behaviours. This assumption is rather unconvincing and cannot provide an
analytically consistent explanation of how the process of innovation comes about within a
business. It is more realistic to suppose, as dynamic approaches do, that firms react to changes
4

The concept of tacit knowledge was introduced into the literature on economics and management by Nelson
and Winter [123] benefiting from the studies into knowledge carried out by the philosopher of science Michael
Polanyi [153].
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in their environment by varying their routines in an incremental way (Ref. [123, p. 14].
Adaptation takes place along the lines offering least resistance in the organization. Existing
routines do not change if they are functioning well, and if they are subjected to alteration, it is
by adoption of the closest routines to those currently used. Such changes are not guided by
maximizing behaviours but instead seek an adequate level of satisfaction. At the end of the
day, the objective of surviving is what rules the decisions and behaviour of the firm.
Secondly, analyses based on static models assume that all the businesses in a given
industry are homogeneous, meaning that they have access to the same technological resources
and capacities. Firms can be differentiated through variations in the use of productive factors
in a specific production function. As soon as any business introduces an innovation, its
productive efficiency increases and it attains rapid growth. This logically draws the attention
of competitors who start imitating it by adopting the new technology. As a consequence, in
the long run the new technology will be used throughout the industry, and this must
contribute to reducing differentials between firms.
However, the reality is that the competitive process does not tend to smooth away the
differences between the businesses competing in a single industry, but rather that such
difference persist over time (e.g., Ref. [154], p. 161). The explanation for this phenomenon is
to be found in the fact that during the process of diffusion of a technology and consequent
imitation there is friction. On the one hand, firms have difficulty in identifying precisely the
relevant knowledge and technologies developed by their competitors. This effect, termed
causal ambiguity [155], renders transfer of technological knowledge difficult, to the extent
that it increases the risk that the outcome of the imitation will not be as expected. On the other
hand, even if a business were capable of identifying the relevant technology, it would
encounter the problem that technological know-how is not easily transferable and are not
endowed with perfect mobility [156]. Firms need a certain absorption capacity [150], that is,
they must have available a base of previous knowledge permitting assimilation and efficient
use of new technologies.
These assumptions as to the nature and behaviour of firms have influenced research carried
out at micro level. Models and guidelines for managing innovation within a business that
were developed in the first two stages (operational and SCP approaches) reproduced a static
image of the process of innovation (e.g., Refs. [60,66,67]). In them, more importance was
accorded to analyses of a static (cross-sectional) character than to dynamic or longitudinal
analyses [157]. It was believed more relevant to identify the causes determining the stock of
technological know-how in businesses at a given moment, than to become acquainted with
how they are accumulated over time.
By contrast, work carried out during the third phase (resource-based approach) shows an
appreciable influence from dynamic assumptions. These associate the process of innovation
in a business with the concepts of learning and knowledge creation: ‘‘firms innovate by
means of a continuous process of learning through which they generate new technological
knowledge’’ (Ref. [76, p. 3]. This process basically consists of the development of new
routines, since ‘‘conversion into a routine of an activity in an organization constitutes the
principal way of storing operational knowledge specific to that organization’’ (Ref. [123, p. 99].
The process of innovation has also been identified with essentially dynamic concepts such as
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the creation of core competencies [143], the development of dynamic capabilities [158], or the
assets accumulation [159].
5.2. Dynamic characteristic of the process of innovation
Additional proof can be found of the relationship between work of a dynamic nature
carried out at macro level and that done at micro level under the resource-based approach. In
both cases, it is supposed that the process of innovation has identical characteristics: (1) path
dependency and (2) partial irreversibility.
The first characteristic refers to the fact that the process of TI is subject to historical
conditioning factors and depends on the route followed in the past (path dependency). This
implies that technological decisions adopted in the present will condition later learning
processes, determining the future path of the process of innovation (Ref. [160, p. 4]. In the
context of the competition between two technologies appearing simultaneously, the content of
these first decisions is of great importance. Thus, various insignificant events, such as
unexpected success in developing the first prototype, the order in which technologies reach
the market, the whims of the first people to adopt it, political circumstances, and so forth, can
cause a given technology to reach a sufficient level of spread so as to become the dominant
one [161]. The order in which these events occur, insignificant though they may be, will
affect the spread of each technological alternative and condition its future development.
Recognition that innovation is a process subject to historical conditioning factors is
fundamental, since through highlighting the importance of these early events for the future
development of a technology, it permits reflection of its dynamic nature [162].
This idea has been taken into various concepts habitually used in studies on innovation
management. It is usual to point up the continuous and accumulative character of the process
of innovation by representing the evolution of technologies along technological trajectories
[105] or innovation avenues [163]. These technological trajectories or avenues are built up
within the framework of given technological paradigms [105] or technological regimes
[123]. These technological paradigms or regimes in their turn provide technological guideposts [163] or define dominant designs [123], determining the future development of
technologies. In other words, technological paradigms, technological regimes, technological
guideposts and dominant designs are similar concepts and reflect the historical conditioning
factors that determine future evolution of the process of innovation along technological
trajectories or avenues.
The second characteristic underlines the fact that the process of TI is partially irreversible,
owing to the effect of mechanisms of positive feedback (the lock-in effect). The development
of technologies along certain paths eliminates the possibility of competing with older
technological alternatives already discarded, even when the relative price structure varies
significantly [77]. During the innovation process, a number of self-reinforcing mechanisms
arise and these make difficult any change to another route when once a given technological
path has been chosen and has gained a position of dominance over the others. Such
mechanisms may be of two kinds. Some directly impinge on the functional capabilities of
the technology and improve its productivity by means of Ref. [164, pp. 590–607]: (1)
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learning by practice and (2) through use, (3) networking economies, (4) economies of scale,
and (5) the appearance of complementary technologies. Other mechanisms, while not
improving the technology’s productivity, contribute to its spread (6) by increasing the flow
of information available about it.
Two interesting consequences arise from these two dynamic properties. First, the final
result of a process of diffusion in which several technological alternatives compete cannot be
predicted at the start of the process. The dynamic view of TI processes implicit in the
evolutionary approach assumes that the processes that contribute to the spread of technologies
are probabilistic and not deterministic. Second, the end result of the process of innovation
need not necessarily be the most efficient from the technical point of view. There is historical
evidence of cases in which the technological alternative selected and developed was not the
best feasible [162].

6. Conclusions
Thanks to the contributions made by sociology, history, economics, industrial economics, and business management, the comprehension of innovatory phenomena has improved
over recent years. Nevertheless, one of the reasons explaining why it has not advanced
more rapidly is that many researchers have been unaware of the contributions coming out
of other fields of knowledge than their own. Hence, if the conceptual framework of
reference is to be established permitting the study of the TI process at the level of the
firm, there is a need to break down the methodological and conceptual barriers separating
these disciplines.
By drawing comparisons between the results of studies carried out at macro (society,
economic system, industry) and at micro level (firm, R&D department, R&D project,
product), it is possible to observe that, apart from certain divergences in terminology and
methodology, they are highly consistent one with another. Despite the fact that differences in
the research traditions of each of the academic communities have led to the use of differing
terms and concepts to describe similar or identical phenomena, certain similarities and
coincidences can be observed among them.
Indeed, the assumptions made by the various disciplines about the nature of the TI process
and the characteristic of technology evolve in parallel over time in almost perfect synchronization (Fig. 1). In general terms, in all these disciplines there has been a move from
supposing that the TI process was exogenous and static in character and that in this way no
economic agent could impinge on it, to holding that it is of a dynamic and endogenous nature
and determined by various social, economic, and business factors. This change has been
accompanied by a shift in the perception of the characteristics of the principal product of the
process of innovation: technology. From a belief that the fundamental component of
technology is information, there has been a move to considering it at bottom as knowledge.
A further question to be broached is the way in which work done at macro level has
exercised a notable influence on studies carried out at micro level. The assumptions and
methodologies established by static approaches (especially neoclassical economics and
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Fig. 1. Relationship between macro and micro studies.

industrial economics) are tightly linked with those taken on board by the first two stages
of work on managing innovation within firms (operational approach and SCP approach).
In fact, these approaches have contributed to it being seen as more interesting to get to
know the causes determining the stock of technological know-how in firms at a given
moment, than to identify the factors affecting its accumulation over time. Hence, research
effort was oriented towards cross-sectional analyses and developing models that can only
reflect static situations.
On the other hand, dynamic approaches (especially evolutionary economics) have
exercised noteworthy influence over the third phase of studies on managing innovation
(resource-based approach). The most recent contributions in this field attempt to reflect the
time dimension of the process of innovation and so seek a foundation in historical evidence
and longitudinal analyses.
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